
SETTING UP YOUR
MEDICAL STUDENT
FINANCIAL BUDGET 



STEP 1: SYNCHING ONLINE BANKING

Input the current balance of

your cheuqing and savings

account here. This will keep

the current balance

synchronized with your online

banking andaact as a starting

point for following your

banking balance  



STEP 2: LINE OF CREDIT DETAILS

Ensure the interest rate is up

to date. If changes are

required, simple edit the

number highlighted by red

box. This will calculate your

monthly interest. 



STEP 3: TRACKING USE OF LINE OF CREDIT

This section will keep track

of usage and payments

towards your Line of Credit.

As you input values, the

information above will

change such as balance, and

monthly interest payments.

Using the proper date will

help remind you of your

reason for usage. 



STEP 4: SETTING UP STUDENT LOAN HISTORY

Enter your previous and

current student loan values

separating grants and loans.

All values will automatically

adjust the summary portion

above into total balance,

grants, and amount owing. As

graduation nears, your post-

grad payments will become

important to consider.



STEP 5: DETERMINE YOUR MONTHLY SPENDING GOAL

A spending goal will help you remain

consistent in your spending. Instead

of having specific amounts for each

category, one cumulative number

gives space for monthly variability in

each sub-category. Use the donut

graph below to quickly assess your

spending habits. 



The expenses column will be where

you spend most of your time in this

budget. Everything circulates and

automatically adjusts following

inputs to this section. A large list of

sub-categories will help you

organize your spending efficiently.

STEP 6: TRACKING YOUR EXPENSES 



Although income is rare during

Medical School, having a place a

budget to account for any inflows is

essential. This will allow for the

banking summary to accurately

portray your bank account. Also, a

great place to account for e-

transfers from peers. 

STEP 7: RECORDING YOUR INCOME 



AREAS THAT REQUIRE
CONTINUED ATTENTION

 Any usage/payments to your Line fo Credit in the "Transfer History" section. 

 Any loans/grants received in the "Loan History" section

 All income and expenses recorded in each Monthly Tab. 
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2.

3.

Questions? Ask at help@budgetyourmd.ca 


